
WE are changing our name, which means that all our
professional service offerings – from asset management to
financial planning, mortgage arranging to employee benefits –
will come under the new brand.  

We think it is simpler and cleaner, and most importantly,
succinctly tells people what the Group is about and reflects the
holistic nature of the services carried out by our growing
(thanks to you our clients) company.

If you have not already seen it, do check in on our recently
launched new website, at our new domain, www.hfmcwealth.com.
There you’ll see an overview of all our existing services.

Please note though we have put on redirects, all existing email
addresses are changing to @hfmcwealth.com.

Our Growth supports Your Growth
It’s now a full year since we invested in moving our London
operation into our new offices in London’s Clerkenwell, EC1.
One of the capital’s most sought after areas with the new
Crossrail just minutes away, our base in St John’s Lane is proving
to be a big hit with clients and staff with twice our previous
footprint, including a spacious sitting area and 5 meeting rooms. 

Centrally located and really convenient for both the City and
the West End, we look forward to welcoming you here.  

With the ever increasing pressures on our clients arising from
the challenges of a complex economic environment, changing
demographics and regulatory demands, we recognise the need
to continue to invest in expert staff and additional
infrastructure to better serve our clients. 

To that end growth of the Group is essential, so we are actively
engaged in prudent expansion plans and are currently in
negotiation to buy other wealth management companies and
seeking to recruit the best quality advisors, technicians and
administrators. 

We continue to strive to be the best UK provider of holistic
wealth management, integrating planning and specialist services
with asset management for both UK and international clients.

You, our clients, have entrusted close to £1 billion of assets to
our care, something we hugely appreciate. It is a long way
from when our CEO Jeremy Hoyland started the business from
his mum’s front room in 1986!

We believe that our greatest value to you is in the ongoing
advice that we aim to provide in a way and at a frequency
that suits you.  Whilst it would help enormously if the world
was predictable, as we know, unfortunately it isn’t.

The best outcomes for our clients grow out of long-term
relationships and our aim is to support you and your wider
family, across the different stages of your lives, for some
clients that has already been for 32 years. 

Our ethos remains unchanged, we will always be giving you
and your wealth planning and asset management requirements
the utmost and fullest attention. It is what we do best. Wealth
management. We all need it. And it is why we are here.

For a 2018 financial planning review, please do contact your
HFMC Wealth financial adviser.
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The Cheeseman Cometh 
– and the great Spaghetti Harvest of 1957

By Marcus Carlton 
WHO remembers that lovely BBC April fool
spoof about the great spaghetti harvest?

Well I wasn’t even born then (it was in 1957)
but I have seen grainy archive footage of the 
3 minute report by current affairs programme

Panorama. This depicted a family in Ticino, Italy, proudly
harvesting spaghetti from their own tree. Voiced by broadcasting
legend Richard Dimbleby, the hoax succeeded in hoodwinking
many hundreds of people. Many phoned in to enquire exactly
how they could cultivate their own spaghetti trees.

Of course, we are all far too sophisticated now be taken in by
such an obvious hoax. However, in 1950s Britain most consumers’
experience of spaghetti was that it came in a can with sugary
tomato sauce from Heinz. 

Food manufacturing giant Heinz first came up with the brilliant
idea of ruining a perfectly good pasta dish (in my opinion!)
back in 1926.

But spaghetti - and pasta generally - has been around a lot
longer than that.

Many people believe pasta was introduced to Europe from
China by globetrotting explorer Marco Polo.

There is however credible archaeological evidence to suggest
that strands of ground and dried cereals were woven into the
hair of ancient Britons along with beads and shells so as to
make their hair stand out and look even more fearsome. 

Conveniently when boiled in water these strands also doubled
as a robust, light, food source whilst on raiding trips looking for
vulnerable rival tribes to slaughter - and could be enlivened
with sauces and game according to what was available.

Indeed it is alleged that Boudicca herself was the inspiration
behind a dish called Bucoidali Iceni, and allegedly popular with
her fellow rebels. The recipe alas is lost to time.

Doubtless the Romans came across this and it’s clear there lies
the origin of Bucatini, a popular pasta shape which has survived
the ravages of time.

Incidentally, ancient Romans loved to garnish their pasta dishes
with strips of deep fried pasta for extra crunch. A prototypical
Jamie Oliver recipe, perhaps.

Personally, I think most pasta dishes are generally enlivened by
the liberal application of grated parmesan, or Parmigiano-

Reggiano to give it its correct title.

Traditional Parmigiano becomes more valuable as it is aged. So
over time to full maturity approximately 3 years later, a wheel
increases in value from around €800 to €2000. Each 38kg wheel
also has its own serial number.

It is common for producers to sell less mature wheels to have
quicker access to cash. This unfortunately translates into a loss
of revenue in the long run.

So as a bank firmly rooted in its local region, the bank Credito
Emiliano came up with the idea of using Parmegiano wheels as
security for bank loans

You see, back in 1953 when the scheme first started, the bank’s
chief executive officer understood the importance of small
businesses for Italy’s economy and for the country’s very own
cultural and social background. Which is why it decided to help
them, doing something unheard of, accepting cheese as
investment collateral. 

The wheel’s value would increase in time, giving the bank
financial insurance. The sheer market value of the cheese itself
was, and still is today, a good reason to accept it as a loan
guarantee.

Over time the value has not fluctuated greatly and there is
always a steady market for it.

It’s a real example of a banking institution truly understanding
its customers and the importance of supporting a local industry. 

Today the bank has its own chilled deposit, where more than
300,000 wheels of Parmigiano are kept and taken care of with a
total value close to 160 million euros.  

Actually though, Parmigiano is not the most valuable cheese in
the world.

No, that accolade goes to Pule cheese which comes from the
milk of Balkan donkeys and valued at $600 per pound which is
even more than Moose cheese at $420 a pound.

Venezuelan Beaver cheese does not in fact exist and is a silly
made up cheese from a Monty Python sketch.

But that bank got it right. Understanding its customers’
requirements and tailoring its services accordingly. Not
dissimilar to how we do things here at HFMC Wealth – although
we prefer to deal in real currency, rather than slabs of
Parmigiano cheese.



Gary Festa, HFMC Wealth
mortgage director, gives his no
punches pulled advice on buying
a property at home or abroad in
the next 12 months

IT is an uncertain time for prospective homebuyers. 

Whether you are thinking of buying at home or abroad, the
combination of a looming Brexit – just under a year away now -
and its surrounding uncertainty, plus the subsequent effect on
the pound in our pocket, is clearly giving many pause for
thought.

According to respected market watchers such as the Halifax,
property prices have been falling in many parts of the country –
noticeably the more desirable parts of central London and the
Home Counties, one lender even charges fractionally more if
the property is in London or South East – but it could be argued
that these value adjustments are overdue following the
significant leap in values in recent years. 

On the other hand, the chancellor’s Spring Statement painted a
positive picture for the longer term health of the economy –
and now might be an excellent time to snap up a property.
History tells us that the UK property market is very resilient, it
always bounces back (at least in the South East) - but bargains

are few and far between
these days.

If you do have your heart set on buying a home either in the
UK or perhaps a holiday/second home abroad – it could be a
bolt hole in a sunny spot in southern Europe – or further afield
in popular areas such as Florida – then your first port of call
should be a chat with the mortgage department at HFMC
Wealth.

Markets may be uncertain, but as mortgage brokers, what we
can guarantee is that you will get the best possible impartial
advice when looking to arrange a loan, either for the UK or
overseas. 

Around 70 per cent of new mortgages taken out are now
arranged via a broker. It makes sense. Because if you make the
wrong choice about your mortgage it can cost you hundreds –
even thousands of pounds – more than you need to pay.

And because mortgage ‘deals’ are awash with additional fees
and charges, it’s all too easy to get tripped up. 

With tighter mortgage regulations these days thanks to new
rules implemented by the Financial Conduct Authority,
arranging a home loan can be a complete nightmare.

As if buying in the UK were not hard enough, with the pound so
weak, property purchase in Europe in particular is currently
less straightforward than in the past.

What if you want to sell in a few years? Ask yourself if you are
prepared to lose money – property overseas is a very different
prospect to buying at home. Then there is the overall
instability of European politics at this delicate time. It is a big
unknown.

People sometimes ask me, Gary, why do we need to use a
mortgage broker to find the best deals and sort everything out?

After all there are search engines on the Internet, newspapers
are full of articles about mortgages, estate agents have
mortgage departments and always say the sellers are more
confident if they are dealing with the mortgage, etc etc. And,
as a broker, we charge an upfront fee. 

But this is just £199 on a residential mortgage and £249 for a
buy to let property. Given the peace of mind that buying
through our mortgage department is likely to confer, many
may think this is money well spent.

As a mortgage broker we will tell like it is. Do not believe
everything you read in the press: newspaper journalists
are rarely mortgage specialists and sadly I often find the
information given in papers is just plain wrong.

If you go directly to your bank, you would hopefully find
that they can probably arrange a deal for you – but they
won’t tell you if a competitor can do better.  

Also, going direct, expect to be kept waiting for days to
sort out your financial affairs – whereas we can normally
advise on where you stand within a few hours of talking
to you and if necessary meet up within a few days for our

one meeting at a mutually convenient time and place - or
even deal with everything by email if you are an existing

HFMC Wealth client.

I daresay most estate agents do not care for my views on the
property market at home or abroad. If I think it is a bad choice
I will say don't buy it. 

Brexit is looming, Europe is jittery
– and it’s also a challenging time
for the UK property market



But if an agent does that they will be probably be fired.
Because at the end of the day it is the commission on the sale
that the agent wants, and remember, their first duty is to look
after the seller - not you.

Which is why at HFMC Wealth we don't work with - or act for -
any estate agents.

It’s a similar picture with buy to let. An agent might tell you
that bijou pad in Kensington is a fabulous, can’t lose
investment. But I may well advise clients not to offer on the
property if there is little chance of a great upside scenario on
the value in the future. 

HMRC tax changes and over regulation from the FCA have
frankly left the buy to let market as an often unattractive
investment vehicle.

It can invariably make perfectly good financial sense to arrange
your mortgage through us – we often have broker exclusives

which you could not get via a High Street on online provider.

In these days of rising interest rates many people are
questioning also whether they should opt for a five year fixed
rate deal. There is no short answer, but even in a rising interest
rate environment we think in some cases base rate tracking
mortgage loans can be attractive or definitely a shorter fixed
period.

Likewise with interest-only deals vs repayment mortgages - or
indeed anything else that we think is giving you the very best
advice.

So, taking note of all the above, if you are thinking of buying
abroad in the run up to our leaving the European Union at the
end of March next year, please contact us before you look
elsewhere.

We will be more than happy to give you our impartial - if
sometimes opinionated - advice.

AS we grow and take on more and more clients, we need the professional expertise to help
us oversee that expansion.

So we would like you to meet our new Chief Operating Officer, Phil Patient. Phil is a highly
experienced industry professional, who has previously been Head of Wealth Planning at both 
C. Hoare & Co, the UK’s oldest privately owned bank, and also Stonehage Fleming, the largest
International Family Office in the EMEA region.  

Phil is responsible for our advice and service proposition as well as operational efficiency. He is
a Fellow of the Personal Finance Society, along with being a Chartered Financial Planner, and
has also been an assistant examiner for the Chartered Insurance Institute, specialising in
retirement planning and pensions. 

In other words, Phil is a very safe pair of hands. His personal specialist areas include retirement
and cash flow planning, pension transfers and switches, post-divorce planning, along with the
technicalities of estate and succession planning.

“I’m thrilled to have joined the team at HFMC Wealth,” said Phil. 

“The company is ambitious for its clients and has a great future ahead. We have already embarked upon an acquisition trail for
2018, and as we steadily grow you can also be sure we will be continuing to attract the very best talent in financial services.

“We are in an extremely interesting era for financial planning, with the pensions’ freedoms laws of 2015 meaning that millions
of people can now take control of their own financial destiny. 

“But personal finance is a complex business, and that is why you need professionals to lend guidance and expertise. And that
is why we are here. To enable you to relax and get on with your life while we make sure your financial affairs are secure and
on track for your future goals.”

Given the peace of mind that buying through 
our mortgage department is likely to confer, 

many may think this is money well spent.



James Tuson examines
President Trump’s domestic
trade policies and how they
might impact upon investment
portfolios.  

WASHING machines may well live longer with Calgon, as the
advert goes – just as well, as they could be forced to
shortly, if President Trump’s current rhetoric over trade
tariffs comes to pass. 

The resident of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue has recently
targeted imported washing machines, solar panels, steel as
well as aluminium thereby firing the early shots of, if not
yet a full blown trade war, a trade skirmish at least, and
costing him his top economic adviser in the process.

Trump may perceive the benefit of raising tariffs is in
insulating an economy against unwanted trade imbalances
created from decades of globalisation and free trade. 

But the danger is you end up creating the foundations of
failure through restricting trade and slowing economic
growth. 

The election of Trump has heralded a new period where the
one country capable of global leadership gradually
withdraws from that role. 

This is not to say that the US won’t resume that role in the
future, or that the baton being picked up by an alternate
country would be better or worse. It is though important to
recognise that, just as in nature, markets do not like
vacuums and this increasing risk of policy error has created
another source of potential volatility. 

So, what does this mean for investors?

Coupled to that increasing policy risk is the generally high
level of valuations across many asset classes, which has
stripped out much of the margin of safety from which
investors can seek some comfort. 

If the bout of market volatility we experienced earlier this
year served any purpose, a reawakening of the awareness
that markets can go down as well as up would be a silver
lining of sorts.

If the magisterial Barclays Capital Gilt Equity study is to be
believed, equities over the long term have delivered a real
return of around 5% per annum since the latter period of
Queen Victoria’s reign. 

Even Gilts don’t look too irksome, delivering 1.5% p.a. But
do they do this methodically year in, year out? Well, as we
know, of course not. 

Since the market lows of 2009, investors have grown fat off
the land, enjoying elevated returns versus the long term
historic norm as well as steadily declining levels of
volatility. 

This is not ‘normal’, but it is ‘normal’ in the context of just
how out-of-ordinarily low market valuations had become at
their trough. 

After this feast, is it therefore logical to assume we are
destined for some dystopian frugality of bread and water? 

Global growth remains relatively strong, corporate earnings
are good and unemployment is low. 

Bond markets are adjusting to the prospect of a less
generous central bank regime and although the pace of
growth in the global recovery is longer and slower than a
‘typical’ business cycle recovery, it is still moving in the
right direction. 

But with risks rising and returns over recent years being
strong, sometimes caution is the better part of valour
which is why across our Quadrant portfolios we are placing
a greater emphasis on capital preservation and remain
positioned on the cautious side of a ‘neutral’ asset
allocation. 

Dystopian frugality? 
Or business as usual? 

Trump may perceive the benefit of raising tariffs is in
insulating an economy against unwanted trade imbalances
created from decades of globalisation and free trade.
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FERDINAND Porsche, born in 1875, came from very humble
beginnings – his father was a blue collar worker struggling to
support the family – but young Ferdinand grew up to
become one of the world’s most famous automotive
engineers. And the rest, as they say, is history.

Porsche is without doubt one of the world’s premiere automotive
marques, synonymous with style and high performance.

Now HFMC Wealth is exceptionally proud to announce that it
has become the highly prestigious Porsche Club Great Britain’s
Official Partner for the provision of wealth management
services for its members. 

This agreement reflects the fact that this illustrious, historic

club recognises HFMC Wealth’s professionalism and values. 

And in a competitive field, we are naturally delighted to be
associated with one of the world’s most iconic motoring names.

If you are a Porsche owner or are thinking of acquiring either a
contemporary or a classic Porsche and joining the Club, please
do visit our dedicated web page www.hfmcwealth.com/pcgb,
email us on pcgb@hfmcwealth.com or phone us on our
dedicated PCGB number, 0203 958 0911. 

There may be specialist planning issues to discuss, events you
could attend where we will be present, along with services we
can source for you as a club member.  

HFMC Wealth is now 
Porsche Club Great Britain’s 
chosen wealth management partner

. . . we are naturally delighted to be associated with 
one of the world’s most iconic motoring names.


